We consider a well-known NP-hard deterministic inventory control problem: the One-Warehouse Multi-Retailer (OWMR) problem. We present a simple combinatorial algorithm to recombine the optimal solutions of the natural single-echelon inventory subproblems into a feasible solution of the OWMR problem. This approach yields a 3-approximation. We then show how this algorithm can be improved to a 2-approximation by halving the demands at the warehouse and at the retailers in the subproblems. Both algorithms are purely combinatorial and can be implemented to run in linear time for traditional linear holding costs and quadratic time for more general holding cost structures. We finally show that our technique can be extended to the Joint Replenishment Problem (JRP) with backorders and to the OWMR problem with non-linear holding costs.
Introduction
We consider two important deterministic inventory control problems: The One-Warehouse Multi-Retailer (OWMR) problem and its special case the Joint Replenishment Problem (JRP). More specifically, we focus on deterministic demands over a discrete and finite planning horizon. Namely we want to optimize the distribution of a single item over a network composed of one warehouse (numbered 0) and N different retailers (numbered i ∈ {1, . . . , N }) over a discrete finite planning horizon of T periods (numbered 1, . . . , T ). Each retailer i is facing deterministic demands d it for periods t = 1, . . . , T that have to be fulfilled on time (neither backorders nor lost sales are allowed) by ordering those units from the warehouse (possibly in different periods) which in turn have to be ordered from an external supplier of infinite capacity. Assuming deterministic leadtime, we consider without loss of generality that the orders are delivered instantaneously from one location to another. If the warehouse orders from its supplier in period t, it incurs a fixed ordering cost K 0 t and similarly, a retailer ordering from the warehouse will pay a fixed ordering cost K i t for ordering in period t, regardless of the number of units. In addition a holding cost is paid to keep units in stock to serve future periods. Most models from the literature consider a holding cost h i t (x) to keep x units of products in stock from period t to t + 1 at location i. We call this holding cost structure traditional holding costs. The simplest example is the case where h i t (x) is linear in x, which will be referred to as traditional linear holding costs.
The objective of the OWMR problem is to find a planning for the orders at each location (i.e. period and quantity) that minimizes the sum of the fixed ordering costs and holding costs in the system to fulfill the demands at the retailers. The JRP is a special case of the OWMR problem where the warehouse only operates as a cross-docking station (i.e. no inventory can be held). This can be captured in the model via a prohibitive holding cost at the warehouse. Both problems have been studied extensively in the literature. For a detailed survey on the JRP problem, see Aksoy [3] and Khouja [10] . Schwartz [16] was among the first to study the continuous-time version of the OWMR problem under constant-rate demands. While the complexity status of the problem under those conditions is still open, Roundy [15] proposed, in its seminal work, a 98%-effective algorithm and this was later revisited and extended by Muckstadt et al. [13] to other multi-echelon problems. More recently, Stauffer [18] proposed a very simple 1.27-approximation based on the recombination of the optimal single-echelon strategies. In their discrete time version, both JRP and OWMR problems are known to be NP-hard [4] under the traditional linear cost structure. Chan et al. [5] even showed that if the ordering costs at the retailers vary over time, the OWMR problem is as hard to approximate as the set cover problem, and thus it is unlikely that there exists an approximation algorithm with constant guarante unless P = N P [9] . We hence assume in this paper that the ordering costs at each retailer i > 0 are stationary, i.e. K i t = K i for all periods t = 1, . . . , T .
Only few papers propose algorithms or heuristics to solve the OWMR problem in its discrete-time version. Federgruen and Tzur [8] have applied a timepartitionning heuristic, but considered bounded demands and parameters for the analysis of their worstcase bound. Chan et al. [5] and later Shen et al. [17] studied the class of Zero-Inventory-Ordering (ZIO) policies for the OWMR problem, i.e. in which the locations place orders only when their current inventory level is zero. More recently, Levi et al. [11] proposed a 2-approximation algorithm for the JRP and Levi et al. [12] improved this result to a 1.8-approximation algorithm for the OWMR problem. Furthermore in the special case of JRP with deadlines, Nonner and Souza [14] have improved this result to a 5/3-approximation using a similar LP-rounding technique.
Those latter algorithms can deal with a quite general holding cost structure. Indeed Levi et al. [12] have generalized traditional linear holding costs to capture additional phenomena such as the notion of perishable goods. Specifically, a unit ordered in period r at the warehouse and in period s ≥ r by retailer i (we denote by r, s such a pair of order) to satisfy a unit of demand d it (t ≥ s) incurs a holding cost of h it rs which must satisfy the so-called Monge properties (cf. §2). This cost includes the cost of holding the unit from period r to s at the warehouse and from period s to t at retailer i. Those types of holding cost structures (and the generalization we consider in the next section) ensure that a demand d it can be served from a unique pair of orders r, s in an optimal solution. Hence the OWMR problem can be modeled by the following linear integer program (IP) as already observed by Levi et al. [12] . For each demand point (i, t) the variable x it rs ∈ {0, 1} indicates if demand d it is ordered with respect to the pair r, s . The variable y i s indicates if retailer i orders in period s and similarly y 0 r indicates if the warehouse orders in period r. The first constraint in the formulation ensures that each demand is served by a certain pair of orders while the two other constraints ensure that we can serve a demand with a pair of orders r, s only if we order in those periods.
In contrast with the approximation algorithms presented in [11, 12, 14] , which exploit this formulation via primal-dual and LP-rounding techniques, we develop a combinatorial algorithm, based on a natural decomposition of the problem, that can be implemented to run in O(N T 2 )-time and yields 2-approximation algorithms for both problems under an even more general holding cost structure. The complexity of the algorithm can even be made linear (i.e. O(N T )) for traditional holding costs. While we do not match the best approximation guarantee of Levi et al [12] (under their slightly more restrictive holding cost structure), we believe however that the simplicity of the method and its computational complexity make it both a valuable theoretical approach and a practical tool. Moreover we show evidences that our technique is of interest to other inventory problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 we detail the holding cost structures we consider for the OWMR problem. In §3 we present our uncrossing algorithm that recombines independent single-echelon policies for each location into a feasible policy for the whole system at a relatively small overcost. We derive a 3-approximation algorithm from this approach. In §4 we improve our result to a 2-approximation algorithm using a new relaxation of the OWMR problem that decomposes the system precisely into N + 1 indepen-dent single-echelon problems, by splitting the demands among the warehouse and the retailers. Finally we conclude in §5 by giving some extensions of our approach to different possible types of holding cost structure and to the Joint Replenishment Problem with backlog.
The metric holding costs
As discussed in §1, Levi et al. [12] have proposed a generalization of the traditional holding cost structure. Remind that they define h it rs to be the cost of holding one unit in the warehouse over [r, s) then holding it at retailer i over [s, t). They assume that these holding cost parameters obey the following properties (see [12] for a detailed discussion of those properties).
(P1) Non-negativity: The parameters h it rs are nonnegative.
(P2) Monotonicity with respect to s: Each retailer i should be in exactly one of the two following situations: Either h it rs is non-increasing in s ∈ [r, t] for each demand point (i, t) and warehouse order r, or h it rs is non-decreasing in s ∈ [r, t] for each demand point (i, t) and warehouse order r. This property defines a partition of the set of retailers into two subsets : I W and I J , respectively. NB: In the traditional linear holding cost setting I W corresponds to retailers for which it is cheaper to hold inventory at the warehouse while I J corresponds to retailers for which it is cheaper to hold inventory at the retailer.
(P3) Monotonicity with respect to r: For each demand point (i, t) and retailer order in period s, h it rs is nonincreasing in r ∈ [1, s]. Moreover for each retailer i in I J and demand point (i, t), they assume that for each r < r ≤ t, h it r r ≥ h it rr . (P4) Monge property: For each demand point (i, t) with i ∈ I W , and r 2 < r 1 ≤ s 2 < s 1 ≤ t, the inequality h
These properties are satisfied by traditional linear holding costs. We call this holding cost structure Monge holding costs. In this paper, we relax property (P4) to property (P4').
(P4') Triangle inequality: For each demand point (i, t) with i ∈ I W , and r < s < t, the inequality h it rt + h it ss ≥ h it rs holds. Notice that Property (P4) implies (P4'): The triangle inequality is obtained by instantiating the Monge property with r 2 = r, r 1 = s 2 = s and s 1 = t.
We call this new structure Metric holding costs because property (P4') resembles a triangle inequality.
Indeed this inequality says that the cost of holding a unit at the warehouse from r to t together with the cost of holding this unit at the retailer from s to t encapsulates the cost of keeping the unit at the warehouse from r to s and then at the retailer from s to t. It is true for traditional linear holding costs.
To motivate the interest of metric holding costs over Monge holding costs, consider that holding cost h it rs can be split between the warehouse and retailer i: This cost can be written as
where ω i (τ ) ≥ 0 is the cost of keeping a unit at the warehouse during τ periods and ρ i st ≥ 0 is the cost of keeping a unit at retailer i from s to t. On one hand, the triangular inequality is satisfied if ω i (·) is a non-decreasing function, which is a natural assumption: It means that holding a unit longer at the warehouse incurs a larger warehouse holding cost. On the other hand, ω i (·) must be convex in the set of integers (i.e.
, ∀τ ≥ 1) to satisfy the Monge property. The convexity condition is obtained by instantiating the Monge inequality with r 1 = r 2 + 1, s 1 = s 2 + 1 and τ = s 2 − r 2 . To conclude we provide an example with a retailer i ∈ I W that satisfies (P1), (P2), (P3), (P4') but not (P4):
3 Building a feasible policy from single-echelon decomposition
Solving to optimality the integer programming formulation (IP) introduced in §1 in reasonable time remains a challenge. Therefore, we aim to find an algorithm that provides an approximation of the optimal solution while remaining computationally tractable (i.e. polynomial time). In this section, we introduce a simple technique, called uncrossing technique, to build a feasible solution to the original problem by combining singleechelon solutions for each location. We assume now that the holding costs obey the metric holding cost structure introduced in the previous section.
3.1
The uncrossing algorithm Because of our holding cost structure, we can restrict attention to FIFO policies. Hence we can represent any solution to our problem by a N + 1-uplet π = (π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π N ) where each π i is the set of pairs (order period, quantity) for location i. We abuse conventional supply chain notations and we call π a policy. Note that π i and π could also be described, similarly to formulation (IP ), by indicating for each demand (i, t) the period (or pair of periods) when it is ordered as location i. We will make sometime use of this alternative representation.
Observe that π i defines a policy for the natural single-echelon subproblem (S i ) faced by retailer i for each i = 1, ..., N , where: (S i ) retailer i is considered as a single-echelon location facing demand d it , with set-up cost K i and holding cost parameters h it ss for all t = 1, . . . , T and ordering period s ≤ t.
Similarly π 0 defines a policy, albeit non necessarily ZIO, for the problem (S 0 ) where:
The warehouse is regarded as a single-echelon, multi-item system facing for each period t a demand d it for item i, with a fixed ordering cost K 0 r in period r. A different holding cost is incurred depending on which item (retailer) the units are intended to serve: if the units are ordered in period r, the corresponding holding cost is then h it rt for i ∈ I W and h it rr for i ∈ I J . Note that (S 0 ) is simply a OWMR problem with no fixed ordering cost for the retailers.
In this section, we are interested in the reverse problem : given feasible policies π i for the problems (S i ) for all i = 0, ..., N , can we easily build a feasible policy for OWMR problem ? A policy π is feasible for OWMR problem if the policies π i , i = 1, ..., N are feasible for the single echelon problems (S i ) and the quantities ordered at the warehouse as defined in π 0 are sufficient to serve the subsequent orders of the retailers as defined by π i , i = 1, ..., N .
From now on, we assume that we are given feasible ZIO policies π i to the problems (S i ) for each location i, i = 0, . . . , N and we consider the (non necessarily feasible) policy π = (π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π N ). For each policy π i , we denote by C(π i ) the total cost incurred by policy π i over the time horizon in (S i ) i.e. C(π i ) = K(π i ) + H(π i ) where K(π i ) its total ordering costs and H(π i ) its total holding cost. Similarly, we denote by C(π) the total cost incurred by policy π (when feasible) over the planning horizon i.e.
If in general π is not a feasible policy, in some situations that we call uncrossing policies, a small adjustment is sufficient to make π feasible, at no overcost. Our algorithm for producing feasible policies will thus be composed of 2 steps:
1. Transform policy π into an uncrossing policy π . This can be done at an extra cost of
K(π i ), the total ordering cost paid by the retailers.
Convert policy π into a feasible policy π
u . This can be done with no additional cost.
We first need some additional notations. We denote R = {r 1 , . . . , r w } with 1 ≤ r 1 < r 2 < ... < r w ≤ T the set of periods where the warehouse orders according to policy π 0 . For convenience we add to R an artificial period r w+1 = T + 1 corresponding to the end of the planning horizon, with no ordering cost. In the final policy the warehouse will order exactly in the same periods R, but possibly different quantities. For a policy at a given location, we call ordering interval a pair s, s of successive ordering periods (for convenience we allow s = T + 1 when s is the last order) i.e. an order is placed in s and no order is placed before s . Definition 3.1. An ordering interval s, s at retailer i crosses the orders at the warehouse if there exists an ordering interval r, r at the warehouse such that r < s < r < s . A policy is said to be uncrossing if none of its ordering intervals crosses the orders at the warehouse.
For simplicity if ordering interval s, s crosses, we say that order s is crossing. Due to the definition, an order in period s at a retailer is not crossing either if s ∈ R (s coincides with an order at the warehouse, i.e. is synchronized), or if the ordering interval s, s is contained in an ordering interval of the warehouse. We now show that if all its policies are uncrossing, π can be converted into a feasible policy
We define policy π u as follow :
• For a retailer i ∈ I J , we modify the period of ordering in π i to keep only synchronized orders (which is a dominant property in this case): For each ordering interval r, r of policy π 0 at the warehouse, all the orders of retailer i in [r, r ) are canceled and replaced (if any) by a unique order in period r in π u i . In simple words we shift to the left and collapse together all the orders inside an ordering interval of the warehouse. Finally in each of its ordering period, π u i orders the quantity to satisfy all the demands until its next order (or the end of the planning horizon).
• Policy π u 0 for the warehouse orders in each period r ∈ R all the quantities ordered by the retailers in policies π u i for all periods s between r (included) and the next ordering period r (excluded) at the warehouse. Using variables x it rs of formulation (IP ), we hence set x it rs to 1 for all demands (i, t) served in π u i by an order s ∈ [r, r ). 
Proof. It is clear by construction that policy π u is feasible if the π i 's are feasible for the problem (S i )'s. It is also clear that K(π u ) ≤ N i=0 K(π i ) since the warehouse orders exactly in the same periods, and the retailers order possibly less often (for set I J ). Hence, we focus on the holding costs incurred by the different units, depending on the item (i.e. which retailer they serve). Consider a demand (i, t), and let s be the period when retailer i orders the demand in π u i , and r be the period when the warehouse orders it in π u 0 . Let r be the next warehouse order after r (possibly r = T + 1). We have by construction r ≤ s ≤ t and s < r . We will show that the holding cost paid by policy π u for each unit of this demand (i, t) is at most the holding cost paid in π 0 for a unit of demand of item i in period t plus the holding cost paid at retailer i in π i for the unit of demand in period t. Assume first that i is a I W retailer (thus π u i = π i ). We then consider 2 cases : 1. Period t is in the ordering interval r, r of the warehouse. It follows that this demand is also ordered in period r in policy π 0 : The warehouse incurs a cost of h it rt in its single-echelon solution to hold the unit from period r to t, while the retailer incurs a holding cost of h it ss for this unit. In the new policy π u the holding cost paid for one unit of demand (i, t) is by construction h it rs . According to property (P4 ), we have precisely h it rs ≤ h it rt + h it ss . 2. Period t occurs after the next ordering period r of the warehouse. Notice that, by construction of π u , the ordering period s necessarily belongs to [r, r ). Since π is uncrossing we can conclude that s = r (else because π i is a ZIO policy, there is no order between s and t and thus s is crossing). The holding cost paid by π u for one unit of demand (i, t) is then h it ss , which is also the holding cost paid for this unit in π i .
For retailers i ∈ I J , no stock is kept at the warehouse: all order periods at retailer i in π u i are included in R and thus the unit cost paid in π u i for demand (i, t) is h it ss . Now let s be the period when demand (i, t) is ordered in π i .
If s = s , h
it ss is exactly the holding cost paid for demand (i,t) in policy π i .
2. Otherwise by construction s = r and the period s belongs to the interval (r = s, r ). Thus since π is uncrossing and ZIO, t < r . It follows that (i, t) is served in π 0 by the order in period r = s, incurring a unit cost of h it rr = h it ss .
If uncrossing policies are a favorable situation, there is little chance to meet this property if we choose independently the single-echelon policies π i . One may want to coordinate the construction of the policies to fulfill the uncrossing property, but this leads to very intricate algorithms. On the other hand, we propose a simple technique to transform any arbitrary set of single-echelon policies π i for the different locations into an uncrossing policy. For instance, consider an ordering interval s, s of some retailer i that crosses an ordering interval r, r of the warehouse, i.e. such that r < s < r < s . For each such crossing order, we modify the policy π = (π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π N ) in the following way:
• Add an order of retailer i in period r .
• Adjust the quantity ordered by i: In period s, order the demands until period r ; in period r orders the demands until period s .
The resulting policy π i is clearly feasible for the single-echelon problem (S i ) for all i = 1, ..., N , and by construction (π 0 , π 1 , ..., π N ) is uncrossing. We claim that for all i = 1, ..., N , the cost C(π i ) is at most C(π i ) + K(π i ). First, note that the adjustments can only decrease the total holding cost considered in the single-echelon systems (S i ) as each unit is never ordered earlier in π i than in π i and monotonicity ensures that h it ss ≥ h it r r . Moreover, the total ordering cost in π is less than twice the total ordering cost in π: By construction at most one new order is added in π i for each order in π i . Note that policy π 0 at the warehouse is not modified. We now combine the two steps of our technique (i.e. uncrossing orders and converting π in π 
3.2 A 3-approximation algorithm Throughout the rest of this section, we assume that we apply our uncrossing technique starting from optimal policies for the several single-echelon models (S i )'s associated with the different locations (i.e. warehouse and retailers) of the original problem. We now prove that in this case, the application of the uncrossing algorithm provides a 3-approximation for the OWMR problem. We start by giving a lower bound on the cost incurred by an optimal policy in our metric holding cost structure. For all i = 0, . . . , N , let π * i be an optimal policy for the problem (S i ). Any feasible policy for the OWMR problem incurs at least a total cost of N i=1 C(π * i ) (we see this by relaxing the fact that we have to pay for ordering at the warehouse). We will prove that any feasible policy also incurs at least a cost of C(π * 0 ). This provides the following lower bound on the cost of an optimal policy: Lemma 3.3. Let C * be the cost of an optimal policy for the OWMR problem. We then have:
To prove that C(π * 0 ) is a lower bound, consider formulation (IP) given in §1. Consider a retailer i and a given period r and let us introduce the binary variable z The ILP (IQ) is precisely a valid formulation of the multi-product problem defined at the warehouse, and thus its optimal value is a lower bound of any feasible solution of (IP).
Now let C u be the cost incurred by the uncrossing algorithm when applied to the policy (π * 0 , π * 1 , ..., π * N ). As a corollary of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we have : Theorem 3.1. (3-approximation) The uncrossing algorithm using optimal single-echelon policies provides a 3-approximation for OWMR problem obeying our metric holding cost structure :
Complexity analysis
The strength of such a technique relies mainly in its simplicity as well as in its computational complexity. First, it is easy to see that the uncrossing algorithm can be performed in O(N T ).
To solve to optimality each single-echelon problem (S i ) for i = 0, . . . , N , one can classically represent (S i ) by a graph G i = (V i , E i ) where the vertices are the different periods (i.e. V i = {1, . . . , T + 1}) and an edge (s, t) ∈ E i represents two consecutive ordering periods (or the last ordering period and T + 1 if necessary), i.e. E i = {(s, t) : 1 ≤ s < t ≤ T + 1}). In addition, for i ≥ 1 we add an artificial vertice labeled 0 to V i and artificial edges (0, t) to E i for t = 1, . . . , T + 1 to consider the possible zero demands at the beginning of the planning horizon. For the single-echelon problems corresponding to the retailers (i.e. i ∈ {1, . . . , N }), the length l i s,t of each edge (s, t) ∈ E i is set to: This corresponds to the cost incurred for placing an order in period s and holding units to satisfy the demands until t−1. On the other hand, these lengths for the graph G 0 corresponding to the warehouse (singleechelon multi-item model) are set to
According to property (P1), these lengths are nonnegative. One can then easily derive a production planning for the inventory problem (S i ) from a path t It is interesting to note that the single-echelon problems can be solved more efficiently using advanced algorithms for the classical linear holding cost structure (where h For instance, one can think of the approaches of Federgruen and Tzur [7] and Wagelmans et al. [19] that run in O(T log T ). This result has been improved by Aggarwal and Park [2] who proposed a linear algorithm using an elegant matrixsearching algorithm in Monge arrays (see Eppstein [6] and Aggarwal et al. [1] for more details on these techniques). Their algorithm enables us to solve each of the N single-echelon problems for the retailers in O(T ) and can easily be adapted for the multi-product system corresponding to the warehouse in O(N T ).
As a consequence, the overall complexity for solving the N + 1 single-echelon problems with the classical holding cost structure can be reduced to O(N T ) and our algorithm then finds a solution to the original problem in linear time.
To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of our algorithm is in both cases better than any other existing approximation algorithm for the OWMR problem.
Split and conquer
In this section, we exploit the integer programming formulation introduced in § 1 to decompose in a more subtle way the OWMR problem into N + 1 instances of single-echelon lot-sizing problems. The goal is to improve upon the 3-approximation algorithm we proposed in the previous section. Indeed in § 3.2, we brutally relax the original problem to provide two uncorrelated lower bounds for the optimal policy (see Lemma 3.3) and use them to prove a 3-approximation. Here we slightly modify the subproblems by splitting the demand d it 's evenly between the warehouse subproblem and retailer i. This allows to refine the lower bound by building more intertwined subproblems and to exploit the fact that the uncrossing algorithm at most doubles the ordering costs while leaving the holding costs untouched. Building upon this, we obtain a 2-approximation for the OWMR problem.
Description of the algorithm
We now describe the modified algorithm in a more formal way. The corresponding algorithm works in three main steps :
Step NB: the new subproblems are similar to the (S i )'s except that the demand is halved.
Compute optimal solutions π i for each singleechelon problem, i = 0, . . . , N . Similar to the previous section we can again assume that the optimal policies are ZIO. Let π = (π 0 , . . . , π N ).
Step 2. Transform each policy π i into a feasible policy π i for the single-echelon problem (S i )'s by doubling the quantities ordered.
Step 3. Apply the uncrossing algorithm to policies π = (π 0 , . . . , π N )
It is straightforward to see that this modified algorithm has the same complexity as the uncrossing algorithm presented in § 3 (see the discussion in § 3.3). As a consequence this algorithm runs in time O(N T ) for the traditional linear holding cost structure and in O(N T 2 ) for the metric holding cost structure. In the following we denote by C (π i ) (respectively K (π i ) and H (π i )) the total (respectively ordering and holding) cost of π i in problem (S i ), 4.2 A new lower bound for the OWMR problem In this section, we prove that the policy provided by this new algorithm is at most twice as much as the optimal cost. The idea of the proof relies mainly on a clever decomposition of the integer program (IP) that provides a new lower bound on the cost of an optimal policy for the original problem.
Lemma 4.1. Let C * be the cost of an optimal policy for the OWMR problem. Then we have: . The optimal solution to the following linear integer program (RP) is thus a lower bound on the optimal solution to the previous one (observe that constraints (1') and (1') are redundant). 
is a lower bound for (RP) and the proof follows.
We now prove the following Theorem on the worstcase guarantee of this modified algorithm, which is the main result of this paper: Theorem 4.1. The uncrossing algorithm based on decomposition (S i )'s has a worst-case guarantee of 2 for the one-warehouse multiretailer problem. Its time complexity corresponds to the resolution to optimality of the different single-echelon problems.
Proof. Transforming π into feasible single-echelon policies π for problem (S i ) at most doubles the holding costs, H(π i ) ≤ 2H (π i ). Indeed doubling the ordering quantities is equivalent to flowing twice as much quantities to each demand point. Now since π is feasible, we can use the uncrossing algorithm to derive a feasible policy π u for the system. Lemma 3.2 shows that this transformation at most double the ordering costs. Thus we have :
Notice that in fact the ordering periods at the warehouse are not changed in π u . Thus cost C(π u ) is in fact bounded by 2 N i=0 C (π i ) − K(π 0 ). It follows that we can get a posteriori a better guarantee than 2 for our algorithm: For instance if in the relaxation the total ordering costs at the warehouse represents 1/4 of the total cost of π (i.e. the four parts of the costs are balanced), we get a 1.75-approximate solution. An open question is wether we can use this property to improve a priori our approximation guarantee, possibly using a different splitting of the demands among the retailers and the warehouse, as Levi et al. [12] did in their approach.
Extensions of the technique
In this section we detail two extensions of our techniques to other divergent inventory models: a backlogging version of the JRP and a model with non-linear holding costs.
Extension to the JRP with backorders
The algorithms presented in the previous sections can be extended to a more general model allowing backorders in the special case of the JRP. We still assume a finite and discrete horizon of T periods and that every retailer i = 1, ..N faces deterministic demands d it over t = 1, . . . , T . Remember that in this case, the warehouse only operates as a cross-docking station and does not hold any unit. A retailer i incurs a fixed ordering cost K i (also called minor set-up cost) whenever it places an order and in addition, a joint fixed cost K 0 r (also called major set-up cost) is incurred if at least one retailer orders in period r.
Holding costs are again incurred for keeping units in a location, but in this model a demand d it does not necessarily have to be fulfilled from the stock available in period t. One can also choose to delay the demand and serve it from another order in a later period i.e. in a period s > t. Such a demand is said to be backordered and the corresponding delay induces a backlogging penalty cost that depends on s and t. We want again to optimize the total inventory cost i.e. the sum of all ordering costs, holding costs and penalty costs. We can again assume without loss of generality that in an optimal solution a demand d it will be either fully backordered or fully satisfied from stock.
Note that in the case of JRP, a retailer order is always synchronized with a warehouse order and thus the cost parameters can be indexed only by one ordering period. Similarly to our previous model, we denote ψ it s the cost for serving demand d it from an order in period s. Notice that in this model we just need 1 ≤ s ≤ T : In particular s can be greater than t if the unit is backordered. We assume that the parameters ψ The per unit holding/penalty cost for ordering in period s to serve demand in period t is then ψ it s .
Theorem 5.1. The uncrossing algorithm applied to the policies π J has a worst-case guarantee of 2 for the joint replenishment problem with backorders. Its time complexity corresponds to the resolution to optimality of the different single-echelon problems.
Proof. Let C * be the cost of an optimal solution for the JRP with backorders. We apply the same decomposition as the one presented in Lemma 4.1 to program P to get the same lower bound on the cost of an optimal policy:
To prove the approximation ratio of 2, observe that for the JRP, after the uncrossing operation, the ordering intervals for retailer i are either included in an ordering interval of policy π J i or in an ordering interval of the warehouse policy π J 0 (i.e. the ordering intervals of one of the two policies before the uncrossing operation). As a consequence, the total holding/backlogging cost incurred by the uncrossed policy π u J is at most equal to the sum of the holding/backlogging cost incurred by the policies π 
and the proof then follows.
Using a slightly modified version of an algorithm proposed by Aggarwal and Park [2] for single-echelon systems with backorders, we can still implement our algorithm to run in time O(N T 2 ) for those general holding/backorder cost structures. This complexity can again be made linear in the case of traditional linear holding/backorder cost structure.
This result extends the technique proposed by Levi et al. [11] to the metric cost structure, while bounding the computational complexity. One might wonder why such an approach cannot be applied to the general OWMR problem with backorders. Although the decomposition procedure can still be applied (to a slightly modified integer program), Lemma 3.2 does not hold in this case since recombining, for instance, a backorder decision at the warehouse for demand d it with an holding decision at the retailer i for the same demand while ensuring that we can bound those costs seems to be quite challenging. This is an interesting open question and will be the topic of future work.
Extension to the OWMR with non-linear holding costs
We consider in this part the traditional holding cost structure: a cost h i t (x) is paid to keep in stock at location i an amount x of products from period t to t + 1. We show that it is then possible to extend Theorem 3.1 to obtain a 3-approximation for non-linear holding costs, under quite weak assumptions on the holding cost functions, namely:
• non-decreasing property. We assume that holding cost h i t (.) is non-decreasing with respect to the stock level for each location and for each period, i.e. x ≤ y ⇒ h i t (x) ≤ h i t (y) for all t = 1, . . . , T .
• sub-additivity property. We assume that holding cost h 0 t (.) at the warehouse is sub-additive with respect to the stock level in each period, i.e. h 0 t (x+ y) ≤ h 0 t (x) + h 0 t (y) for all t = 1, . . . , T . As long as backlog is not allowed (i.e. inventory levels are constrained to be non-negative), the non-decreasing property appears to be fulfilled by any reasonable holding cost function. Sub-additivity is a common property in economical function, capturing economies of scale. Note that the sum of two sub-additive functions is a sub-additive function, as well as the product by a positive constant. Functions like √ x or x/B are examples of sub-additive functions. The latter function may model the case where racks of capacity B are used to store the items and a cost is paid for each additional rack. In addition if the holding costs are linear at the retailers, but only non-decreasing and sub-additive at the warehouse, we again derive a 2-approximation for OWMR. 0 t facing the echelon demand. In the reverse case I W = ∅, system (S 0 ) is a JRP problem with no minor ordering cost. As in § 3 we solve independently to optimality the N single-echelon problems at the retailers and the multi-product problem at the warehouse to obtain a vector π * = (π * 0 , . . . , π * N ) of policies. We then rebuild a feasible policy π u for the original problem using the uncrossing algorithm.
To assess the guarantee of our approach with nonlinear holding costs, we have to verify that the holding costs do not increase when transforming single-echelon policies π * into π u in the uncrossing algorithm. As one can easily check, the stock level at each location in π u is lower or equal to the one in π * in each period. Hence it is sufficient to assume that holding cost h t i (.) is non-decreasing with respect to the stock level for each location and period. The only exception comes from the shift of the orders for retailers in I J . However in policy π u the warehouse holds no stock for these retailers, and thus the holding cost paid in π * 0 can be used to pay for the holding costs incurred in π u i . It results that Lemma 3.2 is still valid for non-decreasing holding costs. Thus does Theorem 3.1 remain valid ? Note that the uncrossing algorithm, as discussed above, only needs the holding cost in each period and location to be non-decreasing with respect to the stock level, which is certainly a weak condition for holding costs. In fact the questioning part of our analysis is its lower bounding : sub-additivity of holding costs at the warehouse is required for C(π * 0 ) to remain a lower bound of C * . We can prove the following lemma :
Lemma 5.1. If holding costs are non-decreasing at all locations and sub-additive at the warehouse, then max{C(π * 0 ), be the aggregated stock level of the warehouse and retailers in I W . To prove the lower bound, we now specify a feasible policy π 0 for the multi-product problem of our decomposition. Policy π 0 orders when policy π OPT places warehouse orders. In addition, the quantity ordered in a period r corresponds to the cumulative demand of retailers in I W until the next ordering period, plus all the quantities ordered in period r by retailers in I J . Let us denote by x it the inventory level of product i for policy π 0 in period t. Recall that product 0 represents the aggregation of retailers in I W . For this product we then have for each period t :
The first inequality is due to the assumption that h 0 t is non-decreasing. Indeed, in any feasible policy, the stock level at the warehouse plus the stock level at a subset of retailers should be enough to satisfy the demands of these retailers until the next ordering period of the warehouse, which implies that x 0t ≤ x e t . Second inequality directly derives from the sub-additivity of h 0 t . The definition of set I W implies the last inequality. By construction for retailers in I J we have x it = x OPT it in each period : we have the same stock to store at the same cost. As a result holding costs incurred by policy π 0 are lower or equal than the ones incurred by π OPT . Now let K 0 (π) and K R (π) be the ordering costs paid by a feasible policy π at the warehouse and the retailers, respectively. Since policy π 0 orders in the same periods as policy π OPT at the warehouse, we have :
The first inequality is due to the definition of C(π * 0 ), since policy π 0 is readily feasible for the multi-product problem at the warehouse. Last inequality is just a rewriting of the costs incurred by policy π OPT . Note that in fact we have proven a slightly stronger result : C(π * 0 ) is a lower bound for the cost of any optimal policy discounting its ordering costs at the retailers.
As a corollary of Lemma 5.1 we have the following theorem, which generalizes Theorem 3.1 to non-linear holding cost functions :
Theorem 5.2. The uncrossing algorithm applied to optimal single-echelon policies is a 3-approximation for OWMR problem assuming non-decreasing holding costs at each location and sub-additive holding costs at the warehouse.
Conclusion and Observations
In this paper, we introduce a new simple and fast technique to approximate the OWMR problem, and its special case the JRP, from optimal single-echelon solutions. We then combine this algorithm with a decomposition approach for a relaxed problem by splitting the demands over the different locations and show that the resulting algorithm provides a 2-approximation for the original OWMR problem, which runs in O(N T 2 ) for a general cost structure. We also show that when the cost structure is linear, the complexity of this technique is even linear in the size of the instance. This is to the best of our knowledge the most efficient algorithm proposed in the existing literature. Moreover, we show that our technique is also of interest for the JRP when backlog is allowed and we extend the framework to non-linear holding cost structures. This is the first combinatorial algorithm we are aware of that finds an approximate solution for the OWMR Problem in quadratic time in the size of the instance.
The main principles of our algorithm are quite general and thus it is very likely that they can be applied in other fields than inventory management. This will be the topic of further research, as well as the extension of this technique to more complex inventory problems (i.e. capacity limitations, OWMR with backlogging).
